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The Forum
,The 1982 ,ASBSU
Candidates
by the candidates
It's nigh on time to place your bid for the ASBSU candidates of your
choice, The University News present the lineup for the primary election
on February 24 and 25. Candidates were given free reign over the text of
their statements. Grammar, spelling, punctuation and content are their
own work. If error exist, excuse us.
Persons running for president were allotted /00 words of body copy
for vice-president--75, senators-Stu
AI/candidates were photographed, save the Pailand Shovel (P&Sj,
ticket whose candidates showed lip with promotional gear and chose
not to be photographed because The News specified that campaign
paraphernalia would not be allowed in the photos.
Pail and Shovel also turned copy in as.a consecutive unit, but their
statements had-to be broken up into numbered partscI thru 7 in order
to adhere 10 the layout policy spelled out to all the candidates.
organizations back 6n campus for
easier access for. fundraising,
recruitment and activities so all
students can benefit.
Student Government Back to
Students • Students' should be
represented in administration
decision making. The $200,000 in
Student Government should be
spent on programs for students ...
not on personal achievements,
Student Government should work
togejher to keep communicating
with students to understand
needs. ' ,
"President
, I .ani running for ASBSU
President this year because I feel I
can provide' qualified and experi-
enced leadership, I have served in
student government Ill; a Senator
for the School of Business and am
currently the ASBSU Treasurer. I
feel that I have gained a good
insight into the problems •that
occur:' in student government.
There are many important issues
that we as Students will face next
year which will directly affect the.
quality and affordability of our
education. As your president, I
would strive to assure that student
Robert P.S. Carr
Part One. Once upon a time, we
were on our way to the beach to '
. find truth. On our way to the
beach we •.inadvertently' took a
wrong turn. Instead of ending up
in Sun Village (you know, out by
. Palmdale) we ended up in Free
Enterprise, Village. Needless to
say, we were surprised 'to find 'out
we had taken a wrong turn.
When we entered Free Enter-
prise Village we found a group of
youths smiling and asking us to
join something. They offered us
lava stimulate and sugar-glazed
donuts. We partook in their kind
offerings. After five minutes we
began ...
Bringing down· inflation on the backs of the unemployed
News' Analysis
Reaganotnics,The
FaithThatFailed
Tracy Lefieroff, Accounting &
Finance, Junior
byMartinBrown~ Marlyss Fairchild ASBSU Pres-ident, Public Administration
Majorof: Pacific NewsService Seek Responsible Administration.
for:
Parking - should be returned' to
.students to earn revenues for
more and better parking facilities.
Tuition - NOI The bill needs
rewritten,
Fee Increase - NO MOREl The •
Editor's Note: As the second year of the Reagan era
opens, many of· the questions raised about the
supply-side component in President Reagan's
economic' package remain .unanswered. Yet, the
evidence suggests that the supply-side. theory no
longer is the focal point of government planning,
despite the president's own. continued faith in it•.
Instead, writes PNS contributing editor Martin
Brown, Washington ,hasjallenoack on a
comblnatiim of recessionary "monetarism" and an
inflationary military variant on biggovemment
"Keynesianism"-which effectively ..repudiate the
vision that carried Reagan to office. Brown is
O$sista,ntprofessor of economics at the. University of
San Fransisco.
· director David Stockman suggested in his celebrated
Atlantic magazine interview, the administration's
economic plan rests heavily on faith-and just 12
months into the Reagan era, there is strong evidence
that the-president himselfmay be among the last of.
the faithful.' . .. . ..
,m conclusive ways, Reaganomics :;i:nply hasn't
worked, and the people who must believe in it to
make it, work are rapidly falling back on more
conventional- theories which abandon the promise
that carried the president to Washington in the first
place: to return Americans .to unlimited prosperity
·and ui1questionedmilitarypower~~but without
recession or double-diget inflation.
The short-run success of Reaganomics relied on
·the generation of optimistic expectation throughout
the economy. To. accomplish this goal. it coupled
two policy ideas.from it rival economicdoctrines.
From monetarism came the notion that healthy
business . investments '.'require .:clmt&te ,of .financial
stability. The best way to provide . such astable
climate; monetarists argue, .is "fiscaL restraint'; by-
the Federal Reserve. MOfilitarisQl predicted that both
interest rates and inflation\Y0uld:fall with the
decreasing growth in. the money supply, '. C
.But what' if .. business is ·skeptiCal.of the
Contin.uerlto . age 9-
o cNB YEAR AGO.,Ronald Reagan
..
..•...(),.. •..•.,...... .•.,..... ~~~~edo}h~~~i~:IH;~;:I:t~.
that owed much of its strength
to .an .: innovative economic'
package -- "conservative'"
monetarism. plus "radlcal' supply~slde theory. It
carne to be known as •'Reaganomics;" . .' .
In his State of the Union address Jan," 26~;the
.president reasserted his own belief irr manyoLthe
.prinicipleswhichdefine Reag~n()mics. But as budget
\
h
....'...lnteUigence Test
Intelligence tests to qualilfy for membership in Mensa, the
international high JQ society, will be conducted on~ebruary 'lJ.
Those interested; may call Mensa Chief Proctor, Southwest
Idaho; 376-an5, on or before Feb. 21. .... _
Noticesof ttrne andplace ottests will be mailed byFeb. 22. A
fee of $15 will bepayable before taking tests. .
a 11mMclaughlinChief Proctor SWIMensa District 836
4 .: .•.• : • l~
·'soup
• SALAD
• SANDWICHES
• DEER _
• WINE
• SODA
Monday· 'l'hu.....ay
3 .... to Close
Buy oft •. La.... sandwich
aad g.t a Pltclaer of.
• eerfor only $1- ..
112 Block So. of Unlv.~sltyon Broadway'
Mon-Thur 10:30 am to 10 pm.... .
Frl-Sat 10:30 am to 11pm
Suhdqy 10:30 am to 7 pm
Ar
A new restaurant in downtown Boise offering
a variety of soups, salads and sandwiches for lunch.
ForDinner we make our own pasta: .
Linquine Tottellini Spaghetti
Feftucine Gnocchl Vermicelli
and seven more types of pasta.
Sauces:
•• .'. :.. e e' • .: .e·'. :. • e..e:.e .• .". • .~ .' • • Bolognese
Marinaro
White Clam
Pesto
Alfredo
Carbonaro
Prima Vero
Domestic and imported beers and wines, Espresso
Deliqhtiul desserts
Lo~atedat 110 S...5th in the Belgravia
.Look and listen for announcements of our
opening in late February - early March
II
~~~~~~~~~~ ,~~~~~~~~~~
~ , ~
~ ASBSU' {t.~ * PRIMARY * ~~ .. ~
~ ELECTIONS .~.
-tt *-tt; ..
Feb. 24 &25 6 polls open.' ~
S V
II ~ 1910UniversifyDrive
Be ure.To ••.otel -tt Boise,Idaho'. 83725
{t ~ (208)385~1464
.~~~~J;'.~}yL~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . .. TAKEOFFONA. .
CAREERAS A IIAVYPILOT. • I
Be. art of the Navy aviationte.a~ -a Navy pilo.t~As a NavY~il?t..
you~1 fly some of the most sophisticated alrcra!t m theworld. ~u Il.l.\jjm
early responsibility thanks to advanced techmcal trailllng.An you
have the chance for world wide travel.
QUALlFICATIONS:MiiJimum BAiBS degree .(sum~er gradu~tes.rna in uire], Applicants must pass aptit~~e and,physll:!ll axarntnations
and qU~lifYfor security clearan~.U.S. cltlzenshl,P requIred. . ' .
BENEFITS' Exeellentpackagemcludes 30 days eamedannual h . .
ncation M~dica\ldentalllow cost life insurance coverage Il:ndot er
tax.free. inc.entives. Dependents' benefits available·fromotlon
programs included;.. . ... . .. ... .. p
PROCEDURE: Send resume to.or·call:NavaIManagement rograms.
. .'. . 46960vcrland Road. RM 470 .
IJolse. ID 83105 .
.800-S41:67]7TolI Free.
:News-Re'al
by Pacific
News Service
Draft Registration
50 Percent in Calif.
Trend-setting California has done it
again-this time leading the nation in lack of
enthusiasm for draft registration. The
selective service system says barely half of
the state's I8-year-old men registered for
the draft last year, a record described by the
state draft chief as "horrible." A federal
amnesty for unregistered men expires on
February 28. After that date, officials will
, start tracking non-registrants through birth
records, social security numbers and
drivers'Ticenses. Those who fail to register
, face penalties of up to five years in prison
and a $10,000 fine.
Californians aren't alone in their distaste
for the draft: Hawaii, Massachusetts and
the District of Columbia all had less than 60
percent compliance. South Dakota, on the
other hand, recorded a 100 percent
registration, and the turnout exceeded 90
percent in Oklahoma, West Virginia and
Idaho. San Jose Mercury, February J J
Gray ..Baiting
The Gray Panthers--a national lobbying
group for senior citizens--is reportedly ,
considering legal action against the Moral
Majority for labeling it a pro-communist
nest of free-love advocates. A new Moral
Majority publication-edited by the Rev.
Jerry Falwell-cites the Gmy Panthers as an
example of dangerous left-wing
organizations receiving indirect financial
support from the federal government. The
book describes the Gray Panthers-who
lobby for improved nursing home and
health care facilities for the aged-vas "A
pro-Castro activist group which encourages
multi-generational, mixed sex and
communal living.", .
EPA Halts Circulation'
A new controversy is developing in
Washington over a decision by the
Environmental Protection Agency to halt
circulation of most of its educational
pamphlets. Nearly 90070 orthe pamphets
are being withdrawl1, including those on
pesticide safety and how to keep poisons
away from children. The move was
denounced by Audubon Society President
Russell Peterson as "Environmental Book
Burning" ,but ErA official Byron Nelson
said it's aimed only at eliminating
duplication and outdated material.
Besides, he said, the books would be turned
into recycled paper-not burned. Baltimore
Sun, January.
Gulp!
A Stanford University professor says up
to a quarter of America's drinking water is
threatened by contamination, from toxic
chemicals. Civil Engineer Perry McCarty
says virtually aU the natioil'sun(Jerground
water could be tainted by industrial
chemicals seeping into the ground from
waste disposal dumps, septic tanks and ,
accidental chemical spills. SCientists have
been aware of the danger for years,
McCarty says, but until recently they
assumed those, chemicals decomposed in
the soil before reaching the underground
water tables. Now they're finding that
isn't the case, and because of the expense of
locating arid testing water supplies, '
McCarty says, none of the nation's
groundwater "can be guaranteed safe."
The problem is greatest in California and
New Jersey. One New Jersey township, for
r , instance, was forced to close some of its
drinking wells, after studies showedthat
industrial chemicals had made the town's
dringking water dirtierthan its untreated
municipal waste water. Ultimately, "
McCarty says, the problem could affect 20
'of America's largest cities, and may have
spread so far-it will never be solved. "We
, are not going to have pristine water:"
McCarty says .... What we must aim for is
;water that is s<lfll~"
Conference At', thetitle of Dr. Y~der's paper: Yodervwho
, " , . . teaches International Relations at the
B,'SU. U,niversity of, Idaho" e,xamined specific• wars in recent history to see if there was a
common link of causality to them. He
Of W' 'A" ' d compared the outbreak of war to the. . 'ar ,n' overflow conditions a river undergoes whena dam breaks.
, . He stated that extreme nationalism was a'M0rals contributing factor to th~ initiation of, a
war and that most warnng governments
were authoritarian or totalitarian in nature.
Yoder concluded that strong alliances of
peaceful nations and organizations like the
United Nations should be developed
further to work for peace.
Quite a different topic, yet currently as
controversial, was the subject of the last
. session of the conference: "Round Table
Discussion: The "Moral Majority" and Its
Impact on American Politics and Society."
Dr. Jerry Jolley, Lewis-Clark State
College, spoke from the Moral Majority's
point of view and outlined the
organization's stance on the issues.' The
group is noted for its extremely
conservative stance on abortion, the ERA,
pornography, and homosexuals. They also
believe, "Christians have a, God-given
responsibility to be politically active."
Taking the "devil's advocate" stance
was Mr. Robert Corbin, BSU. Corbin
stated that there were many Christian
groups and religious sects that did not agree
with the political involvements of the Moral
Majority. He stated the Moral Majority
"scared him a little bit and ... that he'd
., heard someone from within their
organization suggest a 'final solution' to
the homosexual problem." ,
Marc Johnson, speaking as a political
reporter and member of a press corps who
covers the doings of the Moral Majority,
said he felt the press had taken too narrow
a view in its coverage of the ,Moral
Majority.
He said that all.the groups that make up
the Moral Majority's political organiza-
tions overlap an,d.: that "we are really
talking about something much bigger and
much more important to our policy-making
process," than apparently has, been
thought.
by,Teresa Zrazik
"The Profession in the Changing
1980's" was the theme of the 4th Annual
Meeting of the Idaho Sociological
Association which met this on February 12'
and 13, in conjunction with the Idaho
Political Science Association. The confer-
ence, sponsored by BSU's Department of
Sociology, Anthropology and Criminal
Justice Administration, brought profes-
sionals from around the. northwest and',
keynote speaker Dr. R.P. Cuzzort of the
University of Colorado to Boise to address
local and national issues.
One of the first sessions of the
conference, entitled "Theoriesiand Ap-
proaches on the Causes of War," explored
the many perspectives of this human
phenomenon. Dr. Michael Blain, BSU, and
Dr. Amos Yoder, U of I, presented papers
for audience comment and critique.
Blain's paper, "Contemporary Sociolo-
~gicalPerspectives on the Causes of War,"
argued that war is not instinctual to man;
but instead that it is a construct of society
and its social institutions. Blain said that
the words and institutions act as a sort of
self-fulfilling prophecy and that man "talks'
himself into war." He cited a recent quote
by Reagan that said, " ... we need a country
to be strong to confront the sources of
tyranny in the Soviet Union." Blain
concluded by saying that we need a new
language, a new set of images to guide us
into the future, "we' need to stop studying
the history of war and start studying the
history 'of peace."
, "Causes and Prevention of War,'"was
Fee Increase
In its Tuesday' afternoon caucus the
ASBSU 'senate heard two separate
proposals to increase student fees for the
1982-83 school year.
Dennis Freeburn, Student Union Build-
ing Dlrector, presented a plan to raise,
full-time student fees by $S to help pay for
the operation of the SUB, and Terry-Ann
Spitzer of the Department of Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation,
proposed a $3 increase for, expanded
recreation services in the Pavilion.
The $S increase for the SUB represents
the second of three annual increases, the
first ofwhich was approved by the Student
Union Board of Governors, and Freeburn
asked for the senate's endorsement before
the proposal goes to the State Board of
Education. '
Mike Henthorne, Assistant SUB Di-
rector, said that at present a dispropor-
tionate share of the money to run the SUB
comes from the board money of students
living on campus. "It would be more
equitable," he said, "if all students shared
in the expenses of the SUB." He also cited·
inflation and the need- for capital
improvement as reasons for the increase.
The proposal will be voted on at the next
meeting, and could go to the State Board of
Education without ihe senate's approval.
According to, Terry-Ann Spitzer, .the
opening of the ,BSU Pavilion's auxiliary ,
recreational area will double recreational
opportunities for BSU' students. "But,"
she said, "there rio money to run it; we
haven't any funding." "
Spitzer, and department chairman Dr.
Bill, Bowman, proposed a $3 per, semester
increase for both .Tull and part-time
students to pay for the expanded recreation
program~, ' ,
Disctl>sion -centered around a suggestiQJI
from ASBSU President Tony Lund that
user fees be considered as an alternative
method of funding.
"If it was funded with user fees, a
student would at least have the option of
not paying any more for the Pavilion," said
Lund. Lund also said that while
alternatives ought to be explored, the
program should be funded one way or
another.
At the next senate meeting, Senator
Terry Ratliff will move for a student
referendum on the proposed increase. If
approved, the question will' be on the ballot
in the general election March 17-18.
In the 'course of the discussion it was
revealed that Bronco Atbl~lc' Assocation
members who paid $16,000 for life-time
seats in the Pavilion also had life-time use
of tile recreational facilities.
Senator ,Greg Waller asked, "What
gave the BAA the idea that $16,000 entitled
them to anything they can get away with?"
"They wrote it in the contract," replied
Dr. Bowman. "But," he continued, ~'I
don't think they're going to use the
recreational facilities enough to cause much
of a problem."
In other business, the senate heard a
proposal, from Praxis, a student Socialist
group, .which advocates, that the, outdoor
bulletin board in the center of campus be
reserved for "socio-political", messages.
'The consensus was that it was a good idea,
and President Lund offered to draft a set of
specific guidelines and present them to the
senate at the next caucus.
At the next meeting senator Helen Holt
will make amotion to fund a Sociology
Club lecture by Dr. Donald R. 'Yan Houten
of the University of Oregon. After some
discussion, the senate decided itcould fund
the lecture if the club charged admission to"
non-students. '
Senator Holt Will .also present the
much-discussed Ethics Bill, and Senator
Ratliff will offer an amendment providing ,
that fil)ancial requests go directly to the
senate, if the Financial, appropriations
Board does not have a quorum.
Tuition,
Out of
Committe
by Meg Fereday
Last week, a 'hearing was held by the
House Education Committee on the subject
of tuition. On Jan. 26, Rep. Dan Kelly,
R-Mountain Home, introduced House
Joint Resolution No. 13 that would allow
for the charging of tuition in Idaho's State
institutions of higher education. The
resolution was born ofa recommendation
during a summer Interim Subcommittee on
Higher Education, and is now the hottest
education issue in the Idaho State
Legislature.
Tuition is defined as the assessment of a
fee to pay for instructional costs. Since
tuition is prohibited' in the Idaho
Constitution, an amendment to the
Constitution is necessary' for its passage;
The complete passage of' such a
constitutional change would require a 2/3
vote in both houses of the Idaho State
Legislature, and a people's majority vote.
Should the current legislature decide to put
the tuition proposal to the test this year,
Idahoans could conceivably vote on the
tuition issue in this November's elections.
Last Wednesday, the House, Education
Committee, listened to testimony on the
subject of the tuition resolution. Student
leaders from Boise State University, Lewis
and Clark College, as well as the University
of Idaho and Idaho State University spoke
out against the resolution.
Testifying in 'that hearing was BSU
student body president Tony Lund, along
, with other student leaders. Here are some
excerpts beginning with ASBSU president
Tony Lund, who proposed seeking
aiternatives to charging tuition:
"I think we should look at enrollment
limitations. Limitations would give the
student that has the ability and the desire to
come to college and learn that opportunity.
We won't price that person out of the,
market. ,We give equal.iopportunky to
people that have tile money and to people
who don't have the money." "
"Second choice: more money. It's
always n very touchy subject. And one area
that we're here to talk about is tuition. In
the tuition area, you do get moremoncy,
and you do limit enrollment, And bow you
limit enrollment is by pricing the people
that can't afford tuition or high fees out of
the market, so therefore your aggregate
demand 'lessens."
Debbie Gallion, student body president
from, Lewis and Oark College, said'she
doesn't like the ambiguity of the, tuition
proposal" calling tuition a "philosophical
term." Gallion said she didn't trust a
tuition proposal whose costs would be set
by the legislature. Said Gallion: "We're not
getting down to numbers; I have nothing to
teU .my students on the campus. They're
saying 'How muchj" I don't know." Also,
I don't think there's any guarantee written
Into the proposal that' they win benefit
directly from the fundsthat they should be
paying in to tuition." Gallion said that
although the legislators say that tuition
would, be, routed directly back 'to the
original institutions, there are no
guarantees written in the proposal to ensure
this.
Others teStifying in the hearing were Dr.
Richard Gibb, president of the University
of Idaho, student body presidents Jim,
. Goes, of Idaho State University, Andy
Artis of the University of Idaho,' BSU's
President John Keiser and Milt Small of the
State Board of Education;
Three long weeks, full of anti-tuition
turmoil, have passed, since .Representative
Dan Kelly introduced the tuition resolution
to the' House Education Committee.
Finally,after much debate, the committee
voted to send the resolutionflrst to the
printers,then onto the floor of the House
with a 'do~p<lsS' recommendatiOIi. '
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Editorial:
"The Future
While looking over the pages of this issue
before it went to the printers, I noticed a I
couple of things. I would like to draw your !
attention to them. Sit down, this will only ,
take a moment and it could make a'
difference in the quality of your education.
First, I see that on the editoral page we
still have a few people that want to kick
Tony Lund around. It seems like a cheap
thrill tome. More about that in a minute.
You've probably at least glanced at the
cover and seen the ASBSU candidate
profile story; And you know that can only.
mean one thing: it's election time again at
BSU. .
The people you elect. as next year's
ASBSU officers will be administering
nearly a quarter of a million dollars of your
money'. In these bleak times for academics,
you damn well better care how this money
is spent and who is spending it.
Less than II percent of the full-time
student at-BSU voted in last' year's election.
'And it only took about 6 percent of the
student body to put the winner in office.
To those still involved in the batter of
this year's politics, no matter' how
legitimate,"! would like to point out that
The Future is upon us. It is now time to
begin finding out just what kind of
candidates we have for. next year's offices.
Where are these people from, and why are
they any more qualified than you or I?
They say they're experienced? Great. Let's
see what they've really accomplished and
how others regard them. Anybody can sit in
a padded chair. .
Let's sort the rhetoric from the realities,
and let's get ready to vote. The effect of our
imminent decision could be with us for
years.
t'THE TEMmTION I~
OORAORVINARY II
R,~h~Y'd&:bb
\ -I'r", u.r i:
owners would get the relief, and most
people would get the shaft.
The proposal, SB 1028, would take $6.5
million in general fund money, paid mostly
by sales and income tax dollars, and replace
local property tax. Homeowners would
get; on the average, less than $10 in tax
relief. The only sizable relief would go to
utilities and large industries.
Students at state universities would
probably pay for the absence of this $6.5
million from the general fund with higher
student fees. It would also reduce the
money available for state aid to schools. So
we would probably see more local override
elections--taking away even the token "tax
relief" to homes.
Our legislators would use the absence of
this money as the reason for discontinuing
public television. It would be the excuse for
providing no regulation to protect air
quality in Idaho. It might be the excuse to
again provide no protection to our fishing
streams from unauthorized alteration. It
, would mean less money for home health
care; to help people stay at home and stay
out of nursing homes.
Residential taxpayers have already paid
for $70 million a year in "property tax
relief," .but have received no relief.
Assessed values on homes keep rising faster
than other property, so taxes on homes
keep going up. The remedy for this is to
expand the homeowner tax exemption .. A
bill to do that was killed 13-4 by the House
Revenue and Taxation Committee. The
majority in the legislature has no interest in
residential tax relief--only in utility and big
, .industry relief, paid with your tax dollars.
Please write (or call) your' legislators and
tell them that true property tax relief comes,
in the form of a homeowner exemption,
and not another property tax break for the
big guys.
LL
Refunds
I wonder how many students realize that
there is a "no refund" policy for tickets
purchased for Student Program Board
sponsored events. I found this out when I
tried to return two $6 tickets to the Flora
Purim/ Airto concert less than twenty-four
hours after buying them. My friend, it
turned out, had bought two also. The
woman at the SUB information booth was
very gracious and' called the student
representative, J.C. Richie, at the SPB.
She explained my situation to him, but,
came back with "I'm sorry, he says, 'no'
refunds' ". With eight days until the
concert, ,I thought that seemed a little
harsh, so I went upstairs to see J .C. Richie
myself and ask, "Why?". I didn't get an.
. answer to "why?"; I was told instead,
"That's your problem." When I told this
fellow student that, .if that was the case, I
would publicize the incident, he said jf I
,was going to get all upset I could have my
money, and he wrote out a note to' the
. cashier.
I feel this' is an example of student
government being out of touch with what I
consider to be the purpose of student
government -to serve the students.
I believe the students deserve courtesy, if
nothing else, and J .C. Richie was
blantantly discourteous' and non-caring.
'How many students have $12.00 to just
write off, or the time to figure out how to
sell those two tickets, if they sell? Surely
with eight days before the concert, the SPB
has a better chance of selling them than I
do. And, I doubt that this kind of refund,
situation comes up often enough to make a
big problem for the SPB--does it somehow;
break them to make an occasional refund?
And if, somehow, there issomelogic to the
"policy" (it sure was easily broken!), then
. shouldn't the students be warned in
advance?
Is this what ASB President-Tony Lund
meant when he said, "Run student
government like a business"? If so, I think
'we are going bankrupt.
In the interview with Tony Lundfeatured
in the article on ASB Presidents, Lund
congratulates himself for "doing a good
job." Its fitting that he do this as no one
else. is. going to congratulate him on'
anything. Lund is right though, he did do a
good job, .a good jQb .of destroying
everything he.could get his hands on.
"EdAshtqn
Richard Roberts
Lund
Catherine Hart
&. More LundProperty & Taxes
Tony Lurid has more brains than I ever
. gave him credit for. If I had a reputation
Ii"lfthe one he's g.ot, I'd get outoftown I
.too. . 'TIm Stafford
People should be aware of.the shell game
that isbeing playedin the legislature with
phoney"property tax . reHef." ' As has
,happened iii thepast;afewl~ge< property
The Innocent Bystander·
Smart Kid
By Arthur Hoppe
I was curled up with Presid~nt Reagan 's proposed budget. when my daughter, Malphasia,
burst into the room. "As my fondest wish is to serve mankind," she said with childish
enthusiasm, -"should! be a teacher or a nurse, Daddy. when I grow up?"
"Neither, silly girl," I said, tousling her hair. "Health and education offer rapidly
shrinking career opportunities. You might-just as well strive to grow up poor."
"I thought it was noble, Daddy, to be poor but honest." .
"Not any more, dear. The President wishes to make it abundantly clear to all law-abiding
citizens that poverty doesn't pay. You should also, at all costs, avoid unemployment."
"But I am unemployed, Daddy;" . ,
"I'm-afrald that shows an appalling lack of foresight on your part, Malphasia. The
President is determined to discourage spreading unemployment by making an example of
the jobless-reducing their benefits and eliminating programs that trained them for cushy
jobs like janitors or street-crossingguards. You should also be most careful not to falloff a
boat." •
"The President doesn't want me to fall off a boat, Daddy?"
"Why else do you think he trimmed $46 million from the Coast Guard's budget? He's
quite right. Falling off boats can be dreadfuuly dangerous. And he's most concerned, too,
about your health. Don't get sick."
"Oh, I don't want to get sick, Daddy."
"Good. If there's ,one thing the President hates more than poverty and unemployment,
it's sickness. That's why he's chopping $4 billion off Medicaid and Medicare. He-spared
them last year and people just didn't learn their lesson: They kept right on getting sick."
"What if I can't help it?" , .' .
"Well, if you must get sick, don't come down with an unheard-Of disease. The President
is reducing the number of Epidemic Intelligence Service investigators to 50 percent in.hopes
of cutting the number of unheard-of diseases like toxic shack syndrome in half. So your
unheard-of disease may never be heard of. And don't get pregnant, either." .
"Is that because the President doesn't want me to have an abortion, Daddy?" . '
"No, the President doesn't want you to have an abortion so that, instead, you will have
an unwanted child who will be dependent on you. You will then he a family with dependent
children and your aid will be slashed $2.2.billion--which should certainly teach you not to
get pregnant in the first place." .
"I didn't realize the President cared so much about me, Daddy." .
"Of course he does, dear, He's even worried that you might grow up to be a disabled
Indian living in Appalachia. He'sgoingto great lengths to discourage you from being any
one of those three." , .' . .
"When I grow up. Daddy, is it all right if I grow old?"
"Frankly, dear, the President seems a bit confused about that. He certainly doesn't want
you to grow old if you're going to insist on being poor, too. But I think Mrs. Reagan talked
him into encouraging youto grow up to be a Foster Grandparent. It's the onIysociai
program I know of that he didn't cut." .
Malphasia naturally wantec to Know what other career opportunities looked good. I
suggested she become a foreign military dictatorship. They'll· be doing better. But she
wanted to stay home. . . ..
. So I gave her the. President't budget to read herself. ;Oh, she's a clever one, she is. She
wentout the very next day andincorporated herself. And now she's making nuclear missiles
in our basement. Won't the President be pround of her, though?
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'I'M UniversityNt"" ~ervcs Ibe rlabllo edil for Icnath and 10•
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• Continued/rom coVer Responsible student govern-ment - agoal I will continue to
work toward. if' re-elected as
Health Sciences Senator. IwouldASBSU
Candidates
Vice ..President
Todd. Barnes, Communication
major, Junior, 22, 385-0440
(message)
During the last couple of years
student government has not been
recognized by-students as a viable
body that represents and serves
students. It: is my hope that we
strive to accomplish' an identity
that will lead . to' consistency
between 'student government and
students. Issues like the Pavilion
and student parking and many
more need to be looked into. I will
do my best to serve the students as
Vice-President.
Deanna Gibler, Political Science'
major/Economics & History
minors, Junior, 343-1336
My . major goal is to bring
student government back to the
students. Too often leaders
operate' with the misconception
that their role is to rule instead of
to represent and serve the best
interests of the people.
With a student funded annual
budget of $300,000, the 'student
'government has tremendous. po-
tential for service, but in order to
reach that potential we must have
responsible and' responsive' gov-
ernment coupled with-the aware-
ness and involvement of students.
Tim Mitchell, Sociology major,
Junior
Part two: ... this enormous su-
gar/caffeine buzz. After this buzz
began, they ushered us into a
lecture. hall' where we. became
faces in a sea of Humanity. In the'
lecture hall we were really buzzing,
while someone told us what truth
was. After the lecture-we began to
.come off our buzz ..They asked us
if we would like to join. They had
shown us "truth".
Suddenly, we remembered the
purpose of our trip. Weha~.:.
Senator~
Arts 'and ,Sciences
Eric Anderson, Communication,
major, Senior, '23, 343·2390
EXJl~~ienced .lejidership th~~
..',,. .. "
listens . is 'what Eric Anderson
offers voters.T've worked on thy'
ASBlobby, and lead last year's
petition drive against in-state
tuition. "The most important
thing is to listen to students on the
issues. of alcohol; the cost of
education, and how our money is
being spent." . .
Scott Day, Political Science/Ac-
counting, Senior; 344-0013
Having served in several
ASBSU appointed positions dur-
ing the past two years, I. have .
acquired a keen understanding of
student government at BSU. With
this experience I intend to
implement policy goals that will
increase the quality of education
at BSU. Be sure to vote February
24 & 25, 1982.
KenOberfelder, Social Work,
Sophomore,' 20, 345-3350
Ken Oberfelder is presently an
active member of the Organiza-
tion of Student Social Workers,
and a Volunteer worker for Ada
County Juvenile Center •. Ken is
concerned about bringing student
. government back to rhestudents,:
and his main objective is being
consistent in representing student
needs and concerns.
PRESIDENT'
Robert Carr Nick Woychick
. Marlyss Fairchild Business
Tracy Lefteroff . Ted Hill
.Todd Howland
Neil' Peterson
David Terrill
Education'
Don Baldwin
Naomi'Peck .
.Heaith ~Ien~
\SENATORs LisaBivens -.
ArtS and ,.'Joe Osterkamp
Sclen~s~VoTech
Eric Aitderson" Dana Pelton
-,--,--_.....,...'--'--'--'---.....,...'---1 Ken.Oberfelder .'WeldonSniith
I will work to . block the
legislature's plan to impose a
resident tUition~1f approved,
fewer students will be able to
afford an education, and those
who can willconsidercut-of-state
colleges.ibecause-tof equality of
cost. I will also promote increased .
.student unity at Boise State. .
Mickey Yanes
Part Seven: Do you know the
meaning of "Academic Proba-
tion"?' .
Well, .Mickey knows the.
Imeaning of those words; and
probably a few other words, too.
As Pail & Shovel's Senator from
the School of Academic Proba-
tion, Mickey plans to maintain the
tradition of academic inadequacy.
Ithat BSU students have main-
tained for years. .
also work toward establishing a
Health Sciences Council allowing
better communication' among .
administration, students, and
· student government representa-
tives. By working together, we can
look forward to a positive year;Business School
TodHowland · Rick Isacson
Part Three: ... another cup of
coffee and donut and asked them,
"How. could we be free?" .
We wanted to be free. Free is
when you don't have to pay for'
anything or do anything. We
wanted to. be free; so. we asked
them the way.
They pointed us towards
Washington D.C ....
Part Six: You are reading this
Pail & Shovel ad. You understand
the subliminal message contained
in it. Your eye lids are becoming .
heavy. Your will is no longer your
· own. You will vote only for Pail &
Shovel candidates. You will
awaken when I count .to three.'
One, two, three, awake!
NeD Peterson Jr.
Joe Osterkamp,Pfe-Medicine,
Junior, 21, 345-6839
The 1982-83schoolyearwill be
one of major decision-making
that will effect future, present,
and past students of .Boise State
University. By being elected
ASBSU Health Science Senator, I
can assure accurate and responsi-
ble representation of the best
interests of the students.
In my three years at BSU> I've
become acquainted. With many of
its organizations and groups. I
feel I know its problem areas and
I would like the opportunity to
help BSU and her students grow
and prosper. I encourageall"'to
vote on February 24 & 25, 1982.
-
School of
Education
Dave Terrell, Marketing Major,
Junior' .'
I would like to .see student
,government aimed more .at
working for the students .by
'providing functions that .would :
initiate student participation. We
need to work together in
maintaining .the quality of our
:education, while keeping educa-
'tion costs reasonably .low,
Don Baldwin, Secondary Edl
Math major, Physical Ed empha-
sis, Senior, 21 .
Let's get student government
back serving sludents.l would
like to continue '.working .on '
problems .suchvas the' BSU
pavilion funding,parking~ .tui•.
tion, student ,organizations, and
others. I feel my past experience
inSenatewiUhelpme immensely
in my effort to make the students'
voice yocalin these issues.
I, .HealthSciences
, .~' '
LIsa Bivens,. Medical.
TemaSqwrQ, Communication. ·.·.'.I· .."!-d.m..inistrotio.n,.....Junior
major. Sophomore,}9 .'
Naomi Peck
This year the fate of approxi-
mately $300,000 of student money
will have been left up to the
discretion of 10 Senators, a
Vice-President and President.
Where has this money gone? If
.elected, I will try to communicate
with students about student
government actions, enabling
studentsto have a stronger voice.
Nicholas Woychlck
Part Five: ... watch it till you're
strong; watch it and do not blink,
and I will tell you' what you
, think."
. "Your mind will be stuffed into
a mold and will tell you what you
know, until the day that you grow
old!" .
Remember Pail & Shovel on
Election Day!
Vo..tech
Dana Pelton
PartFour: ...We asked Ronnie
for a free lunch and a student
loan.
He said, "What boy? This ain't
no party; this ain't no disco; this .
ain't no foolin' around.'"
We asked him for some
groceries, maybe some peanut
butter .'
He said,"Why don't you go
tum yourTV on 'and ...
Weldon Smith, Consumer Elect-
ronics, Soohomore, 32
The issues Iam for and against
are, IN-STATE TUITION: No,
higher education is important for
the State of Idaho and in-state.
tuition will destroy a lot of
dreams;' especially with today;s
economy. ASB GOVERNMENT:
Yes, unification means a stronger
student government for the
. students of Boise State University.
.VICE
PRESIDENT
.Todd Barnes
1Deanrta Gibler
Tim Mitchell
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21 Day -
Kenya Safari
sponsored by College of Idaho
Masai Mara, Amboseli, Tsavo, Treetops, The
Ark; Mt. Kenya Safari Club; Samburu
Mombassa andothers. Geological, archeological
and historical sites. $3395 includes all travel,
lodging, meals, fees, and guides. For information
.contact Dr. R. Higdern; The Cbllege of'Jdaho,
2112 ,Cleveland, Caldwell, Idaho 83705
1-459-5329 Days and 1-459-8728 Eves.
HOW TO PAY
FOR
MEDICAL
SCHOOL
Get yourself accepted by
an accredited Medical or
Osteopathic school.
Call Ray Bailey Collect in Boise
(208) 334-1493.
Make your appointment
to see if you qualify for a
Naval Commission.
After qualifying, go to
med school with tuition and
fees, books and supplies, plus
a little spending money
($530 per month).
LET US
PAY
YOUR ,WAY!
7' PM Friday & Sunday Ada Lounge
Feb; 19 &21
The Little Prince
1974, 88 min., Color. Directed by
Stanley Donen, A little prince from
asteroid B·612 befriends a pilot who
has made a forced landing in the
desert. In the days that follow the
prince describes his journeys, during
which he has met a king, a general, a
businessman and a historian and' has
learned the importance of life.
First Love
$1.50. Students, $2.50 Non-Students, 10 Ticket Package:
$7.50· Student $1250 Non-Student
("Full-lime BSU Student)' . '
First 5 people 10 show up receive a free pass good for one of this
.spring's SPB film showings."
Drop your suggestions for movies for 1982-83 at the SUB Union
Station.
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FILMS
1970, 90 min. Color. Directed by
Maximillian Schell. With, Maximillian
Schell, Dominique Sanda, John
Moulder Brown, Valentina Cortese
and .John Osborne. The plot centers
around an impoverished princess living
in' an isolated Russian dachsa with a
love-sick 16 year-old neighbor.
Put alittl«.
weekend'
inyour.~ek. .
I
Broncos To The charter members of the MWCA are
Boise State, Eastern Washington Universi-
CompetelhBigty, University of Idaho, Idaho State
I-------=----=----,--,-~ University, Univer.sity o.fMontana,
Sky Conference Montana State University, Portland State
University and Weber State College.
The conference, which will begin
operation next fall, will offer champion-
ships in basketball, cross country,
gymnastics, softball, tennis, indoor- an~
outdoor track and field and volleyball.
The MWCA ,will employ aO full-time
Executive Director to coordinate and
administer conference activities. The'
conference council, consisting of two
delegates from each institution,. will serve
as the governing body.
BSU's Women's Athletic Director Carol
Ladwig is the treasurer for the coming year,
Barbara Hollman, Associate Athletic'
Director at Montana is the president and
Kathy Clark, Women's Athletic Director at
the University of Idaho is the President-
Elect.
Hollman; along with Ladwig, see several
advantages of the new conference.
"We see this conference as an association
of instltutions that are geographically,
academically and athletically compatible
and competitive," said Hollman. "It will
give each of the women's athletic programs
an identifying group of competing
schools."
"Currently, each of the women's
programs is competing in a league that may
or may not be the same for each sport," she
continued. "The Mountain West Confer-
ence will give our programs a solid identity
that has been lacking."
Ladwig agreed, but said the BSU
volleyball team may be hurt because of the
transition from Division II competition 'to
Division I. '
For the first, time in four seasons, the
-Boise State University men's basketball
team will have a chance to participate in the
Big Sky Conference basketball playoffs.
Although the Broncos are tied with three
other teams for the fourth and final berth,
in the playoffs, BSU has the inside lane.
. 5-6 in BSC play, the roundballers face
their toughest competition Tuesday and
Saturday in Bronco Gym. BSU has to first
surpass the 4-6 Montana State Bobcats on
Thursday, then take on 7"3 University of
Montana on Saturday. '
If the Broncos make it past botb of those
teams, they would almost be assured a spot
during the playoffs: But a loss would make
their final game of the regular season their
most important--BSU vs. the University of
Idaho.
19: Gymnastics; BSU vs. Montana,
Seattle-Pacific, Utah State, Bronco
Gym (7:00pm).
Women's Basketball; BSU at
Montana State, Bozeman, (7:30pm).
20: Men'S Basketball; BSU vs. Montana,
"Bronco Gym (7:30pm).
Women's Basketball; BSU at
Montana, Missoula (7:30pm).
~,' WOmen'S -Team
To Face Moritana
State
The Boise State women's basketball team
will hit the road this weekend when they
face Montana State on Friday and compete
against league-leading Montana Saturday ..
Both games are set for 7:30pm.
BSU has been maintaining a comfortable
fourth-place league mark for several weeks,
but are knocking on the door of second and
third-placed Eastern and Washington
State.
Both Washington schools sport a 6-2
league record, while Boise State is just
above .500 at 4-3.
Sports Calendar
February
18: Men's Basketball; BSU vs, Montana
State, Bronco Gym (7:30pm).
NewWomen's
Conference
The new Mountain West Athletic
Conference, which will govern the women's
athletic programs at eight Northwestern
schools, including Boise' State, was
officially formed, at a meeting of the
conference council Feb. 9 in Spokane,
Washington.
• Continued from page 9
Reaganomics
resolve of the monetary authority to
restrain the money supply in the face of a
possible oil price shock or at the first signs
of an economic slowdown? Then investors
would operate on the . expectation ' of
continued inflation; .thereby reinforcing
high interest rates, increasing the cost of
investmerit. beyond expected returns and
triggering a-recession. ,
This is where the supply-side fix
came into Reaganomics. Tax breaks,'
according to supply-siders, would alleviate
any,' shortage-of investment funds by-
increasing personal savings. Investment
incentives would reduce inflationary
pressures by increasing investment and
worker productivity, and therefore the
supply of real goods and services in the
economy would grow faster than the money
supply.
Faith in these effects,' expressed by
consumers and businessmen who under-
stood and agreed with Reaganomics, would
have guaranteed the desired climate of
optimistic expectations.
The likelihood of such broad agreement
appeared, to be validated on the eve of the
inauguration, as Reagan took office in the
midst of a vibrant rally by the New York
_ Stock Exchange. The more traditional
Keynesian view, that business expectations
are heavily conditioned,instead, by the
recent history of, economic performance
and careful estimates of the long-run
structural health of the economy, were
forgotten momentarily. Faith was a
powerful substitute.
The reassuring Reaganomic scenario of
renewed economic growth and lower
inflation, however, overlooked the fact that
the actual. links between supply-side tax
cuts, investment incentives and increased
investment .and productivity remained
theoretical. Nobody really knew how
workers and businessmen, would respond
to such incentives. Even if each of these
uncertain linkages held true, economic
estimates would put the period between
implementation of the program and its full
impact at anywhere from two to five years.
Meanwhile, attempts to preserve the
monetarist side of the program would only
make interest rates worse in the long run.
And in the wake of high interest rates,
reduced government revenue and increased
unemployment insurance payments, the
federal deficit would, explode. In this
situation even the supply-side-generated
private savings and investment incentives
would go to waste. With expected future
sales and profits low, savings would be'
channeled into such speculative areas as
real estate and coporate mergers rather
than job- and productivity-boosting
investment. ;
After a year of Reaganomics this
disturbingrecessionary scenario has
become a reality, and in the process it has
produced ideological fallout. Key
Republican politicians like Vermont Gov .
.Richard A. Snelling have warned the
Let your career payoff while still in college: Earn over $900 a
month during your junior andsenior years. Special Navy
program guarantees you a teaching position after graduation.
After graduation you .get orientation in one of the most
successful and sophisticated engineering programs in the country;
plus opportunity for advancement. Then, teach college and
graduate level math, physics, chemistry and engineering.
If you are a junior or senior majoring in math, engineering or
physical sciences, find out more today. And let your career pay
off while still in college.
For more information, call the:Naval Management Programs
'Office at:8OD-547-6737 Toll Free. '
ALL YOU CAN EAT
,EVERY DAY OFTHE WEEK!
* Delicious Deep Water Cod Fillets
* Golden Thick Cut French Fries
* Hot'N' Hearty Clam Chowder
& Creamy ColeSlaw
Student
Discounts' Available
impQttsinc.
, 157l10ROVE
ON THE CORNER OF ,18TH 10GROVE
'HOURS8AMT05:3Ot>10N-FRI 8:30AM
TILL NOON SAilJROAY
.318·ll58 344-4981',J~06Bro~dway
'3 blocks, south '~f' BSU
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president that his policies, constitute- an
"economic Bay of Pigs."
Murray Weidenbaum, chairman of the
President's Council of Economic Advisers,
is ready to abandon the long-cherished
Republican goal of a balanced budget, the
fulfillment of which was a strong selling
point for Reaganomi<;s.' ,
"I couldn't believe we were being sold
this," Leland Prussia, chairman of
BankAmerica Corporation and a noted
spokesmen for the business community,
has complained ruefully.
That President Reagan remains a true
believer in Reaganomics, however, was
clear in his State of the Union address.
By attempting to blame the current
recession on' past administrations and by
asserting that things aren't so bad after all,
he still is attempting, in effect, to generate
the confidence-building process, as if the
history of the past year could be vaporized.
, The' economic policy that now remains is
depressingly reminiscent of the conven-
tional economic wisdom of the 1950s. But it
lacks the innovative luster of the 1980s with
which President Reagan had attempted to
endow it.
On one side is the monetarist-inspired
recession cure which calls' for 'fighting
inflation at the cost of creating
unemployment. This policy does nothing to
attack those souces of entrenched market
power--suchas health care and food
prices-that will guarantee the' resumption
of inflation when the economy begins to
recover from recession. ~The only way in
, which this recessionary policy may finally
reduce the underlying rate of inflation is by
further cutting the real earnings of workers,
which already have fallen at an annual rate
of almost 1 percent throughout the 1970s.
On the other side is a kind of
Keynesianism that is also old hat: "military
Keynesianism.' In fact, the Reagan
program for military spending almost
exactly mirrors the military spending
build-up, that began in the 1950s and
resulted in over $2 trillion of military
spending between 1950 and 1972. -
The "Keynesian" aspect of this massive
military spending program is that it
provides a tremendous profits-injection to
major corporations. It is a profit recovery
plan that has been crucial in keeping many
such corporations--Chrysler, Boeing, Lock-
heed--from going under in times of slack
Civilian demand or superior foreign,
competition.
In this respect, the Reagan military
spending buildup actually is a continuation
of his predecessors' policies, Democratic
and Republican alike. One of the major
reasons for the shortness of the 1980
recession, point out economist James
Cypher, was a sudden increase by the
Carter administration late in. the S'ear in '
military expenditures, which, brought a 48
percent' jump in government contracts to
the distressed manufacturing sector of the
economy.
Thus the real hope for the success of,
Reaganomics now rests on the possibility of
a sustained investment boom fueled by a,
high-profit military, sector. .The goals of
liquidating the federal deficit' and
proceeding with the ptilitaty expenditure!
program came inevitable into conflict, and
it was the former that gave way.
The' policy of monetary restraint and
military Keynesianism did appear to work
. in the 1950s, but to conclude that it would
work today is to engage in nostalgia. The
U.S. economy of the 19505 was fueled by
the accumulated private saves from World
War II arid the hugh effective demand'
generated by postwar recovery. And the
U.S. dollar, under the now-dismantled
Bretton Woods monetary system, then was
. as good as gold. '
_ Today, by contrast, private debt in the
United States is three times' as large as
public debt-compared to half as large in
1950. Instead of unlimited investment
opportunities in a world destroyed bywar,
U.S. business is faced with ever-increasing
competition for stagnating markets.
In other words, economic policies which
appeared to work well in the 19508 may,
falter today. Against the, possibility that'
military spending will generate a, profit-
fueled investment boom must.beweighted
the fact.tbatmilitary spending creates.little
direct employment, 'be.causemilitary
production has, become so capital intensive.
,Ill addition, military spending tends to be
inflationary. . ,
Whitt is left of Reaganomlcs today-
without thefalthon which it rested-are the
, .very discredited' policies it once sought to
replace .
.j
Publications Advisory Board
is seekingapplico"nfs for
the position of ,1.'
~~~~r~~tor. •
Deadline March 5, '1982
An Editorial Ccmdidates must-meet the following rnlrnlmum requirements; .
I.Mu~1 bcTuil-time IlSU SI'ude~lI. ' For more requirements or
2.Must have minimum 2.5 GPA. . 10 send' your resume
3. Mus! have minimum iwn (2) semesters' experiencewith the publication. editing. or wriling ,eontae,t:
of a newspaper or ,other professional publication, .
4. Shall be available to participate in the contract 'legoliali,)ns for the ,·"ming year.
~. Shall be willing 10 cstabfish and keel' reasonable and regular office hours.
6. Co",ideration shall be give ro the total function to he fulfilled by an editor, with personality.
case of communication with other people. responsibilily 10 accept assignments, personal
lrucgritv, and writing ability as well as mechanical aptitude and experience in the basic
day-ro-duy functions of publishing a newspaper. . '
Whatever yOUrdegree will be, the Navy can give you a management
position (if you.qualify). You'llget technical training and managerial
experience. The Navy offersmanagerial positions in the followingareas:
ELECTRONICS. ENGINEERING'
INVENTORY CONTROL/PURCHASING
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS .
Allyou need is a minimum of a BS/BA degree (summer graduates
may inquire), be no more than 34 years old, be able to pass aptitude
and physical examinations and qualify for security clearance. ,
(U.S. citizenship required). Your benefits package includes 30 days'
earned annual vacation, medical/dental/low cost life insurance
coverage plus other tax-free incentives. If you're interested in gaining
managerial and technical responsibilities fast, call the Naval" .
Management Programs Officeat: 800.547.6737 Toll Free
or send aletter to: .
NA VY OPPORTUNITIES •
Rm 470, 4696 Overland Rd. Bofse~ lD 83705
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TO PLAY THE GAME:
Answer each of the riddles that will appear here each
weekln February. Write your answer lothe blanks below
each riddle. The letters with numbers below them corres-
pond to the numbered spaces In the master key. As you
fill In the tstters of the master key, you will \)e spelnng the
name and locationof a secret city In Europe. send us
the solulion, and you and a friend could win a trip there. free.
TO ENTER SWEEPSTAKES:
1. NO f>URCHASE NECESSARY.
2. Grand Prize conslsts of two regular rouncHrIp economy Qlrlares
tolhe eecret city, 3CkIay Eurell pess8S, American ~ Hostel
passes, two backpacka and $1 000 In caah.
3, CIrt olrt master keY for use as olflclal entry blank or use 3." x 5"
card. Print your lIIlSW6f along with your name and address. MaU
toSecret City Sweepslakes, 'P.O. Box 6018, Norwalk, CT 06852.
4. The first 1,000correct rasporidenlll will receivtl a posteras an
entry prize.
5. All entries mustbe recelved by 3/15182.Enter as olten as you
wish, but each entry must be mailed separately•
6. A random drawing of all conect entries will be held 3/22182 by
the Highland Group, an Independent judging organization whose
decl8lOn Is final. " '
7, Sweepstakes void where DrOhlblted, taxed or othllrwlse restrlcled.
8. All potential winners maybe requiredto sign an affidavit 01eli-
glbility to verily compliance with the rules within 30days ofreceipt
01same. For a list 01prize winners, send sell·addressed, stamped
envelope to secret City SweePstakes clo Highland Group, 18
Knight St., Norwalk, CT 06851.
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Teresa Zrazik My arsenal, is patience,
My sword is chalk;
My discipline is'conscience,
My medium is talk;
My reservoir is history,
My greatest love is truth;
My highest art is ll1cherJty,
Where lead to gold is youth.
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published weekly by the
students of Boise State
University. Contributions
and advertising are solicited;
the editors reserve all rights.
;,Offices are loca.ld on the
2nd floor of the SUB. Hours
8:30 to S:OOMond,ay through
, Friday. 38S·1464.
Oct a full year of The
University News for $6,
delivered to your door'by an
agent Ofthe,U.S.
Government to, boot. Allow'
that agent two weeks to
deliver The University News,
1910 University Dr.Boise, ID
83725.
Name:
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City: St. Zip·
.. _~__........*·~·_ .._·..··4·.-.
Well, I guess that just about
wraps It up for this puzzle.
Using the clues below,
along with the various folds
and wrinkles in the fabric at
the right. see if you can identi-
fy the items we've covered,
l.-"-R-
2.8-0 - - - T- -
3.W---H
4,--Y-
5.G-- ---8
6.-A-C-
7,-'-E-
8.- -NG--
9,-C-88- --
The Real PuzzlePrize
by Don Rubin..
You could be a winner. The first three people to
bring the correct answers for this week's Real
Puzzle to the SUB Union Station will win two free
tickets to a Student Programs Board's film
double feature. The SPB movies show each
Friday and Sunday at 7 pm. in the Ada Lounge.
The-Real PUzzle'· SohdiOn
Stay Tuned
The correct solution. (8 prn 10
'10:30 pm):
The Wlld, Wild West
Bonanza
The Flying Nun
Roller DerbY'
The Munsters
Then Came Bronson
ItTakes a Thiel
Dick Van Dyke
Combat!
Burke'. Law (or Amos
Burke;Seerel Agent)
Mod Squad -
Adam·12
Make Room lor Daddy
(or :.. Grandaddy, or
even The Danny Thomas
Show)
Hogan's Heroes
The Bold Ones (The New
. Doctors)
I Spy
(MuIUal 01Omaha's) Wild
Kingdom
Bracken'. World
Whal'. My Line?
The Avenge ...
The Big Valley
The Beverly Hillbillies
The FBI
Fed up with these crazy puzzles? Would you
. like to get even with Don Rubin and win $10 to
boot? Then send your original ideas for aReal
Puzzle to this newspaper. All entries will become
propertyofUFS, Inc. (You only win the big
bucks if we use yourpuzzle idea.)
-,
,,.
DEAD or ALIVE
YOUR OLD STEREO SYSTEM
SOUND PRO HAS FACTORY
AUTHORIZATION TO GIVE YOU A
TOP TRADE-IN ON VOUROLD
HOME STEREOQR CAR STEREO••.
EVEN IF IT DOESN'T WORK!!! ..
-'-
YOUR OLD HOME STEREO '$'20'. 000
. SYSTEM ISWORTH.... ". . .. NOW!!
YOUR .OLD CAR STEREO '$5'0°0
ORRADIO ISWORTH... . '. . N·OW!!
Regardless of condition or workingordert
If-----HERE'S HOW THE TRADE-IN WORKS
. .<
BRING IN YOUR
OLD STEREO!
FORYOUR HOME ...
"
• scan 60 watt AM FM receiver
with power meters and 3 year
warranty!
• scon automatic turntable with
electronic strobe straight arm •
and $70 Diamond Stylus. .
• scon studio speaker system with
3 drivers Woofer· Midrange - Tweeter
• Double glass door audio cabinet
with castors for easy moving.
THE COMPLETE SYSTEM
SOUND PRO LOW PRICE*LESSYOUR TRADE-IN
FACTORY SPECIAL
TRADE-IN PRICE
THE COMPLETE SYSTEM $28900,
SOUNDPROLOWPRICE 19900
*" LESSYOUR TRADE-IN . -5000
F~~~~~~~:~~~L$149
. . .' COMPLETE
FOR YOUR CAR ...
~SCOTT
The Name to listen to;
• JS 9401 AM FM Indash cassette
-Automatic reverse
-14 watt amplifier
·Muslcscan
• JS Triaxial speaker 6 x 9
20 ounee > 50 watt power or
Deep bass response 5 .1/4
. $100000
, 79900
~20000
$599 .
COMPLETE
Hours . '710
1CH
Mon.-FrI, N'. .
. 1:'~:30 ·OR CHAR D
~~~ 342·366'9
v~.l' •.·'.·.•·' ,...., L~YAWAY~
'. ., : WELCOME
~". . ,',_,' ;__-rr ., _..~F_
.' :.' .....!
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